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ABSTRACT
The possibility of recombination in human mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) has been hotly debated over

the last few years. In this study, a general model of recombination in circular molecules is developed and
applied to a recently published African sample (n � 21) of complete mtDNA sequences. It is shown that
the power of correlation measures to detect recombination in circular molecules can be vanishingly small
and that the data are consistent with the given model and no recombination only if the overall heterogeneity
in mutation rate is �0.09.

RESEARCH based on the phylogenetic analyses of the relation between the two measures of distance can
complete human mtDNA sequences has suggested be more complex than that. The aim of this article is

that mtDNA undergoes recombination (Awadalla et to demonstrate how modeling of mtDNA evolution can
al. 1999; Eyre-Walker et al. 1999). Others challenged play a role in understanding the potential effects of
this conclusion, arguing that the data applied were recombination. First, I describe a general model of re-
flawed (Macaulay et al. 1999) or that the methodology combination in circular molecules and, second, this
was inappropriate (Jorde and Bamshad 2000; Kivisild model is applied to the data of African origin.
and Villems 2000; Kumar et al. 2000; Parsons and Imagine that a molecule, M1, in a generation recom-
Irwin 2000). Recently, it was reported that two samples bines with probability r. In that case, a second molecule,
of complete mtDNA sequences, not published pre- M2, is chosen and a new molecule, M, is formed con-
viously, show no evidence for recombination (Ingman sisting of a part, P1, copied from M1 and a part, P2, copied
et al. 2000; Elson et al. 2001). In all these analyses, it is from M2. This process is called the mixing process. In
assumed that recombination occurs in a simple, easily general, the possible forms of P1 and P2 are restricted
detectable, fashion. In this article, recombination in only by P1 � P2 � � and P1 � P2 � M; that is, the
circular molecules is discussed from a model perspective parts are disjoint and together they constitute a whole
and it is shown that effects of recombination can be molecule. The interpretation of r would vary with the
much more intricate and less intuitive than assumed in type of genetic system in question. For example, in the
previous articles. It is shown that the power to detect context of mtDNA, r could be the probability that two
recombination using correlation measures can be van- mtDNA molecules meet and recombine, or r could be
ishingly small. Further, as an illustration, the mtDNA the probability that a part of a nuclear pseudogene is
sample of African origin (n � 21) in Ingman et al. copied onto a mtDNA molecule. For now the exact
(2000) is reanalyzed for the presence of recombination. definition of “generation” is left out, as well as any
It is found that data are inconsistent with standard mod- attempt to model aspects of the reproductive structure
els of evolution without recombination, unless a high other than recombination, such as the number of off-
heterogeneity in mutation rate is assumed. spring, possible paternal leakage (i.e., paternal mito-

A decay of linkage disequilibrium (LD) with physical chondria that enter the egg), etc. These aspects are of
distance is expected in recombining sequences. Putative course of considerable importance in describing the
evidence of decay with physical distance has been the genealogical structure of a sample of mtDNA sequences
core argument in favor of recombination in human and are required in the analysis of data. First, I am
mtDNA. In all published analyses of LD in mtDNA concerned with the effect of mixing M1 and M2.
known to the author, it is assumed that genetic distance Several copies of the mitochondrial genome are pres-
increases with increasing physical distance, or that ge- ent in each mitochondrion (generally 5–10 copies; King
netic distance is (roughly) proportional to physical dis- and Stansfield 1990). Further, mitochondria are
tance. However, this is not necessarily the case. De- known to possess at least some of the enzymes required
pending on the nature of the recombination process, for recombination (Thyagarajan et al. 1996), and re-

arrangements of mitochondria genomes by within-lin-
eage recombination occur at low frequencies in human
cells (Kajander et al. 2000). However, the exact mecha-Address for correspondence: Department of Statistics, 1 S. Parks Rd.,

Oxford OX1 3TG, England. E-mail: wiuf@stats.ox.ac.uk nism by which this occurs is not known nor is it known
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Figure 1.—Recombination in a circu-
lar molecule. Two molecules, M1 and M2,
are in this example broken in four
places, X1, X2, X3, and X4, and combined
into M. The left shows a molecule with
the four breakpoints. The right shows
how the fragments of M1 and M2 are put
together; here the circular molecules are
represented as straight lines. M1 contrib-
utes P1 � (X1, X2) � (X3, X4) and M2

contributes P2 � (X2, X3) � (X4, X1),
where (u, v) denotes the arc counted
clockwise from u to v. Viewed from the

present toward the past, the effect of arecombination is to split the ancestral nucleotides of M into two groups: those that belong
to M1 and those that belong to M2. In contrast to recombination in linear genomes, the two “ends” of M on the right share the
same ancestor M1. The molecule M provides no information about the state of the nucleotides in M1 and M2 marked by thin
lines.

whether rearrangements could occur between paternal (i.e., no heterogeneity in recombination rate), a linear
leaked genomes and maternal genomes. In certain relation is obtained between the two distance measures.
fungi, the mitochondria are inherited biparentally and
recombination occurs between both parental genomes
(Saville et al. 1998). Other genetic systems exhibit re- MATERIALS AND METHODS
combination in various other ways. Bacterial genomes

Genetic distance, R(d): Consider two nucleotides y and z atundergo recombination by processes involving direct
distance d � d(y, z). In the two cases A and B, respectively,contact between two cells (conjugation), by picking up
R(d) is given byDNA pieces from the environment (transformation), or

by virus-mediated DNA transfer (transduction; Grif- R(d) � P(X1 � d � X2) � 1 (1)
fiths et al. 1996). Viral genomes likewise undergo re-

andcombination after formation of a circular genome
(Griffiths et al. 1996). The mtDNA genome might re- R(d) � P(X1 � d � X2) � P(X3 � d � X4) � 1, (2)
combine in similar ways. In contrast to linear genomes,

respectively, where X1, X2, X3, and X4 denote the breakpointshowever, an even number of breakpoints (crosses) is
ordered clockwise from y (Figure 2). In Equations 1 and 2,required to divide a molecule into two disjoint parts
R(d) is not necessarily increasing in d and R(d) might depend(Figure 1). Each recombination most likely involves only on y due to rate heterogeneity or hotspots. To proceed farther,

two crosses, though recombination in bacteria by conju- some restrictions are put on the distribution of the break-
gation occasionally results in four or more crosses (Grif- points. Choose one breakpoint, X, randomly among all nucleo-

tides and let Zi, i � 1, 2, or i � 1, 2, 3, 4, be the arc lengthsfiths et al. 1996). In this article two simple cases are
numbered consecutively clockwise from X. Thus, rate homoge-considered: (A) a model with two breakpoints and (B)
neity is assumed and no region (e.g., the control region)one with four breakpoints. In the analysis of data only
evolves in any different ways from the rest of the molecule

examples of A are applied, as A is likely to be more (with respect to recombination). Without loss of generality it
realistic biologically than B. can be assumed that in model A, Z1 � 1⁄2. Equation 1 becomes

Consider the molecule M. Viewed from the present
R(d) � 2d � 2 �

d

0
P(Z1 � x)dx � 2d. (3)toward the past, the nucleotides in M share different

ancestors. Those in P1 have ancestor M1 and those in P2
It can be shown that R(d) is increasing in d with a graduallyhave ancestor M2 (Figure 1). Let y and z be two nucleo-
decreasing slope (appendix). Equation 2 does not take a simi-

tides in M separated by a physical distance d � d(y, z) � lar simple form, but R(d) can be bounded upward,
1⁄2 (the smaller of the two arcs from y to z), such that

R(d) � min{4d, 1} (4)the length of the whole molecule is 1. The genetic
distance, R(d), between y and z is here defined as the

(appendix).probability that y and z have different ancestors, given The examples of model A shown in Figure 3 are as follows:
that M is created by recombination in the present gener- A1, Z1 � L � 0.5, Z2 � 1 � L, R(d) � min{2d, 2L}; and A2,
ation. This definition is very convenient and relies only Z1 � U(0, 0.5) (Z1 is uniform on the interval from 0 to 0.5),

Z2 � 1 � Z1, R(d) � 2d(1 � d). Example A2 is equivalent toon the way nucleotides copied from M1 and M2 are
choosing two points at random on the circle. This providesjoined into M; in fact R(d) is independent of the proba-
two extreme models: one with high interference (the relativebility r of a recombination. It is then easy to compare the
positions of the two breakpoints are correlated) and no varia-

effect of mixing in different models without reference tion in the length of the exchanged segment (A1); and one
to how frequently recombination events occur. In the with no interference (the two breakpoints are uncorrelated)

and relatively high variance, Var(Z1) � 1⁄48 (A2). The maximalstandard model of recombination for nuclear sequences
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Figure 2.—Notation. Left, the nucleotides y and z are fixed
and their distance is given by the smaller of the two arcs
from y to z. The breakpoints X1, X2, X3, and X4 are numbered
consecutively clockwise from y. In this example no breakpoints
fall between y and z. Right, a breakpoint, X, is chosen at
random among all nucleotides and the fragments between
breakpoints are numbered clockwise from X. The fragment
Z3 comprises both y and z.

variance is 1⁄16, which is obtained only if P(Z1 � 0) � P(Z1 �
1⁄2) � 1 (Hoffmann-Jørgensen 1994).

Examples of model B shown in Figure 3 are as follows: B1,
Z1 � Z2 � Z3 � L � 1⁄4, Z4 � 1 � 3L. The form of R(d) depends
in a complicated way on L. For 0 � L � 1⁄6, R(d) � 4d, if 0 �
d � L; R(d) � �2d � 6L, if L � d � 2L; R(d) � 2d � 2L, if
2L � d � 3L; and R(d) � 4L, if 3L � d � 0.5. For 1⁄6 � L �
1⁄5, R(d) � 4d, if 0 � d � L; R(d) � �2d � 6L, if L � d �
2L; R(d) � 2d � 2L, if 2L � d � 1 � 3L; and R(d) � 2(1 �
4L), if 1 � 3L � d � 0.5. For 1⁄5 � L � 1⁄4, R(d) � 4d, if 0 �
d � L; R(d) � �2d � 6L, if L � d � 1 � 3L; R(d) � �4d �
2, if 1 � 3L � d � 2L; and R(d) � 2(1 � 4L), if 2L � d �
0.5. And in the second example, B2, (Z1, Z2, Z3) � D3(1, 1, 1)
(Dirichlet with parameters 1, 1, and 1), Z4 � 1 � (Z1 � Z2 �
Z3), R(d) � 4d(1 � d){d 2 � (1 � d)2}. Example B2 is equivalent
to choosing four points at random on the circle. Similar to
A1 and A2, example B1 shows high interference whereas B2 Figure 3.—Examples of models A and B. (A) Examples of
does not. model A. A1, one segment of fixed length, L percentage of

The genealogy of a sample: It is assumed that recombination an entire molecule, is exchanged. If L � 0.5 �8300 nucleotides
happens relatively rarely such that a single molecule is not are exchanged, and if L � 0.15 �2500 nucleotides are ex-
likely to experience more than one recombination when changed. A2, breakpoints are chosen at random. (B) Examples
passed on from parent to child. One human generation is of model B. B1, two segments of fixed length are exchanged.
counted as one generation. During one generation the mole- The two exchanged segments and the segment between them
cule might be copied several times. The next generation of each comprise L percentage of an entire molecule. If L �

0.18 �2 � 3000 � 6000 nucleotides are exchanged, and iffemales and males is chosen from the previous generation by
L � 0.07 �2 � 1150 � 2300 nucleotides are exchanged. B2,choosing randomly N females and N males from the reproduc-
four breakpoints are randomly chosen.tive N females. Assume a molecule M1 is drawn at random

from the female pool. With probability r a recombination
event occurs and a second parent, M2, from the male pool is
chosen, and M1 and M2 are joined according to the mixing be a two-state Jukes-Cantor model with rate heterogeneity (Gu
process. Thus, heteroplasmy is introduced through recombi- and Li 1998). The observed pairwise sequence divergence in
nation of paternal leaked mtDNA, and r encompasses the the sample is �̂ � 4.63 � 10�3 (Ingman et al. 2000) and the
probability of leakage, that two molecules meet (one female scaled mutation rate, 	 � 2Neu (where u is the probability of
and one male) and that the two molecules mix. The inbreed- a mutation per molecule per generation), is estimated from
ing effective population size, Ne, is Ne � N (Ewens 1979) and �̂ and the coalescent model for two values of the rate heteroge-
standard techniques lead to a coalescent approximation of neity parameter, 
: 
 � 0.2 and 
 � ∞ (all sites evolve with
the distribution of a sample’s history (Hudson 1983). Going the same rate; appendix). For 
 � 0.2, 	̂ � 4.88 � 10�3, and
backward in history, the time between events, coalescence, or for 
 � ∞, 	̂ � 4.63 � 10�3. This estimate of 	 does not
recombination is exponentially distributed with rate k(k � presuppose that recombination does not occur (appendix).
1)/2 � k R/2 while there are k lineages ancestral to the sample. If the sequence divergence, �, is changed then 	 is changed
The event is a coalescence with probability (k � 1)/(k � 1 � accordingly, but not the time depth in the genealogy of the
R) and a recombination with probability R/(k � 1 � R). Time sequences. The recombination rate is varied over R � 0.1, 1,
is measured in units of Ne generations, and R � 2Ner. This and 10, which on average gives ≈3.6R recombination events
provides a very efficient way of simulating sample histories. in the sample’s history (Hudson 1983). From the equation

R � 2Ner, the probability of a recombination (incorporatingModel specifications: The mutation process is assumed to
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the probability that the two recombining molecules meet) is 2000; Elson et al. 2001) that mtDNA data are consistent
found to vary over r � 10�5, 10�4, and 10�3, assuming Ne � with the hypothesis of no recombination? To answer
5000. Simulation results are given for four models, explained

this question, a specific model of the genealogy is re-in materials and methods: A1, L � 0.015; A1, L � 0.15;
quired, in addition to a specification of the mixing pro-A1, L � 0.5; and A2, Z1 � U(0, 1⁄2).
cess. One such model is derived in materials and
methods and assumes that paternal leakage is the prin-
cipal source generating heteroplasmy within a cell.RESULTS

A brief summary of the African sample (Ingman et
The mixing process: Figure 3 displays a number of al. 2000) is useful. It comprises n � 21 complete se-

examples of the cases A and B with a general mathemati- quences of �16,500 nucleotides each. There are 367
cal treatment of the cases A and B put in materials polymorphic sites and of these 198 are informative
and methods. A linear relation between physical and (from Figure 4, Ingman et al. 2000). The data were
genetic distance is achieved only if one-half of a mole- found to be consistent (using Tajima’s D) with a popula-
cule is exchanged. This has been proposed as a model tion of constant size and thus conform to the model
of recombination in bacteria (Hudson 1994). In exam- described in materials and methods. Tajima’s D
ple A2 in Figure 3A, both breakpoints are chosen at might not be adequate in the presence of recombina-
random and all pairs of nucleotides with a physical dis- tion, and a further test is proposed below. To assess the
tance �0.25 have more or less the same genetic distance, extent of recombination, Pearson-correlation coeffi-
0.375 � R(d) � 0.5. Such pairs provide information cients �2 and �D�, respectively, were calculated between
about variation in LD for distant pairs of nucleotides, physical distance and level of LD measured by the quan-
rather than information about the decay of LD. Exam- tities 2 and D� (for a definition see Devlin and Risch
ples A1 and A2 differ in the amount of interference (in 1995; 2 is also known at r 2), respectively. The correla-
A1 there is no interference), but the shape of R(d) is tion coefficients were found to be consistent with a
very similar in the two examples. hypothesis of no recombination (�D� � 1 � 10�3 and

If there are many breakpoints, there is no straightfor-
�2 � 2.23 � 10�6). If only three out of four possible

ward relation between genetic and physical distance. In haplotypes are present in two sites, the quantity |D�| is
the examples displayed in Figure 3B, two show an in- 1. In this sample the proportion of pairs where |D�| �
crease followed by a decrease in genetic distance, 1, f(D�), is 0.093 (obtained from Figures 1 and 4 in
whereas the last example shows a rapid increase toward Ingman et al. 2000).
the maximal genetic distance (here 0.5). In the latter, Because of the possibly complicated (and unknown)
most pairs of nucleotides are expected to show the same relation between physical and genetic distance, the cor-
level of LD. These examples are by no means exhaustive, relation coefficient of physical distance with D� (or 2)
but they are sufficient to establish that the relation be- is not necessarily a good indicator of the presence of
tween physical and genetic distance is not necessarily recombination. The fraction f(D�) might prove better;
simple. In general, there are two things in play: if recombination is frequent, many pairs of sites will

show four distinct haplotypes (irrespectively of the mix-Interference: If the end points of the two exchanged
ing process) and in each of these cases, D� � 1. Thus,segments are correlated (as in Figure 3B, example 1,
f(D�) relates to the number of homoplasies in the samplebut not in example 2), the genetic distance does not
and therefore to the amount of recombination. Unfor-increase overall with physical distance. In Figure 3B,
tunately (in this context), homoplasies might also ap-the “valley” is caused by interference.
pear as a product of the mutation process.Circularity: The genetic distance between two points is

Table 1 shows the power of �2, �D�, and f(D�) foraffected by the molecule bending back onto itself. In
various choices of mixing process, amount of recombi-general, the maximal genetic distance between two
nation, and mutation process (further details of parame-sites is limited to 1⁄2, but this limit might be lower if two
ters and the simulation method are given in materials(or more) segments are exchanged. As an example,
and methods). The fraction f(D�) seems superior toconsider Figure 3B, example 1, where the distance
the two correlation measures when the exchanged seg-levels off at d � 0.46. The two exchanged segments
ment is small, and �D� has in most cases higher powerplus the shortest segment between them take up 3L �
than �2. (That D� is a better measure of LD than 2

3⁄4 of the molecule. If the distance, d, between two
has repeatedly been stressed in the literature; Devlinpoints exceeds 1 � 3L, an effect similar to interfer-
and Risch 1995; Guo 1997). In the first example, �250ence appears and the genetic distance levels off. This
nucleotides (A1, L � 0.015) are exchanged at a recombi-should not be confused with the phenomenon that
nation event, while in the second (A1, L � 0.15), 2500appears in Figure 3, A and B, example 1, L � 0.07,
nucleotides are exchanged. In example A2 �4000 nu-which is due to a small segment being exchanged.
cleotides are exchanged on average. If more than one

African mtDNA data: How do different models affect segment is exchanged (e.g., as in example B) the power
of the correlation measures can be vanishingly smallthe conclusions drawn in recent studies (Ingman et al.
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TABLE 1

The power of �2, �D�, and f(D�)

A1, L � 0.015 A1, L � 0.15 A1, L � 0.05 A2

R 
 �2 �D� f(D�) �2 �D� f(D�) �2 �D� f(D�) �2 �D� f(D�)

0.1 ∞ 5.2 5.7 6.2 5.8 8.8 7.2 11 13 8.4 7.4 10 7.5
0.2 5.3 5.4 5.0 7.1 6.8 4.8 11 11 7.5 7.6 8.2 7.6

1 ∞ 5.0 6.5 6.5 17 33 32 51 59 46 32 42 35
0.2 5.4 5.8 5.5 15 18 20 51 51 32 33 36 25

10 ∞ 4.9 18 41 77 85 97 99 99 100 95 95 99
0.2 6.0 6.0 19 76 72 91 99 97 98 95 92 94

Shown is the number of times in percentage �2 and �D� were below the 5% fractile and the number of times
in percentage f(D�) was outside the 2.5–97.5% confidence interval (CI). The null distribution was obtained
simulating under R � 0. See materials and methods for a description of the models. If the exchanged
segment is small (A1, L � 0.015; �250 nucleotides), the power of the correlation measures are low, even for
high rates of recombination, R. A total of 10,000 samples were simulated for the null distribution (R � 0)
and 1000 for R � 0. Standard errors are of the order √p/m where p is the power and m is the number of
simulations performed.

whereas the power of f(D�) is relatively high (results not nation? In Tables 3–5, this is investigated using the statis-
tics �D�, f(D�), and I � no. inf/no. polym, the ratio ofshown). This is expected because �D� (or �2) is designed

to detect recombination only if genetic and physical informative to polymorphic sites (informative sites are
polymorphic sites where two different nucleotides aredistance is monotonically related, whereas f(D�) is de-

signed to detect recombination from an excess of homo- present in at least two sequences each). In general, the
expectation of I does not vary much with R, but theplasies.

Other mutation processes, e.g., processes that allow variance decreases with increasing R (results not shown).
Therefore, I indicates whether the data fit a constantfor different rates in different regions or for transition/

transversion bias, have reduced power compared to the population size model and can be thought of as a com-
plementary test to Tajima’s D. The observed value of Imutation process applied in the simulations in Table

1, simply because more variable sequence patterns are (0.53) is consistent with all the investigated models. In
contrast, the observed value of f(D�) (0.093) does notexpected.

The probability of no recombination events in a sam- conform to a model with no recombination (P � 0.002
if 
 � 0.2 and P � 0.0002 if 
 � ∞). If 
 ≈ 0.09, P ≈ple’s history is
0.05 (results not shown). That is, more homoplasies are
observed than can be explained by a model withoutP(no recombination) � �

n

k�2

k � 1
k � 1 � R recombination, unless 
 � 0.09. The observed value of

�D� (0.001) is consistent, in some cases, with high levels(materials and methods). If R � 0.1, P (no recombi-
of recombination. Thus, even though the correlationnation) ≈ 0.70, and most samples have not experienced
coefficients can be explained by a model without recom-recombination in its history. Consequently, recombina-
bination, other aspects of the data cannot. Similar re-tion is hard to detect, irrespective of the mixing process.
sults were obtained using a sequence divergence higherIf R � 1, P(no recombination) ≈ 0.04, and most samples
and lower than the one applied here (results nothave experienced at least one recombination event.
shown).With an effective population size of 5000 and R � 1 the

What is the true value of the rate heterogeneity pa-probability of a recombination (i.e., the probability of
rameter? Estimates of 
 vary and depend on the re-leakage, that two molecules meet, one sperm-derived
gion(s) under scrutiny (Meyer et al. 1999) and are con-and one egg-derived, and that they mix) is 10�4 per
founded with other kinds of variations in the mutationmolecule per generation. This could easily turn out to
rate, such as region-specific variation or biases in thebe orders of magnitude too high, but seems to provide a
rate of transversions to transitions. Further, clonal re-lower bound to which recombination could be inferred
production is assumed; that is, R � 0. Thus, it can befrom phylogenetic analyses (provided the exchanged
difficult to get a firm idea of the true value of 
 fromsegment in a recombination event is fairly large; Table
data. Using tree-puzzle (Strimmer and von Haeseler1). In general, the power increases with increasing sam-
1996) and assuming clonality, I found 
̂ � 0.10 � 0.05ple size, but only slowly. Table 2 shows the power for
for the African data set. This is not surprising: If R �three values of sample sizes n � 21, 50, and 100 assuming
0, the data are consistent with the given model only ifmodel A2.

But are the data consistent with any model of recombi- 
 � 0.09, and 
̂ � 0.10 � 0.05 allows for this to be true.
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TABLE 2

The effect of sample size on power

n � 21 n � 50 n � 100

R �2 �D� f(D�) �2 �D� f(D�) �2 �D� f(D�)

0.1 7.6 8.2 7.6 7.8 11 8.6 9.1 10 9.7
1 33 36 25 36 42 36 37 44 37
10 95 92 94 97 97 99 98 97 99

Shown is the power (in percentage) of �2, �D�, and f(D�) for 
 � 0.2, � � 4.63 � 10�3, and three sample
sizes, n, in example A2. The null distribution was obtained simulating under R � 0. See materials and
methods for a description of the models. A total of 10,000 samples were simulated for the null distribution
(R � 0) and 1000 for R � 0. Standard errors are of the order √p/m where p is the power and m is the number
of simulations performed.

If R � 0, any estimate of 
 is likely to be downward and 0.13 in HVRII (Meyer et al. 1999). Outside the
control region, 
 is estimated to be 0.15 in the Africanbiased, predicting more rate heterogeneity than is actu-

ally there. In that case, the true value is thus expected data (V. Macaulay, personal communication). At the
present stage it is difficult to judge whether skewnessto be higher than the estimated.
in rate heterogeneity could explain the data.

The recombination (mixing) process: The models ap-
DISCUSSION plied to analyze data are mathematically simple and

assume that all sites potentially are sites for crossingThese findings suggest that human mtDNA might be
over. In reality, this might be a very crude assumptionrecombining. A number of comments should be made
(e.g., some bacteria have just a few crossing-over sites)at this stage.
and might complicate detection of recombination fromThe mutation process: The excess of homoplasies
DNA sequences data even further.observed in the African sample could be generated by

Demography: In the analysis a population of constanta complicated mutation process. Strong rate heteroge-
size is assumed. If the population has been expanding,neity (
 � 0.09) in itself is not sufficient. Rate heteroge-
recombination is in general more difficult to detect,neity does not lead to a decay of LD with physical or
because the genealogy of the sample becomes star-like.genetic distance but to higher variance in the number
Also the expected number of homoplasies in the dataof mutations in the sample. Linked mutations (one mu-
is fewer relative to a population of constant size (assum-tation happens as a result of another mutation) could
ing the same number of mutations), because each muta-possibly explain an excess of homoplasies. Estimates of
tion is more likely to affect only a single sequence.the rate heterogeneity in the hypervariable regions vary;

mtDNA replication: It is not known how mtDNA repli-one study reports 0.26 in hypervariable region (HVR)I

TABLE 4TABLE 3

Data’s consistency with models, I Data’s consistency with models, f(D�)

A1, A1, A1,A1, A1, A1,
L � 0.015 L � 0.15 L � 0.5 A2 L � 0.015 L � 0.15 L � 0.5 A2

R, 
 ∞ 0.2 ∞ 0.2 ∞ 0.2 ∞ 0.2 R, 
 ∞ 0.2 ∞ 0.2 ∞ 0.2 ∞ 0.2

0 � � � � � � � �0 � � � � � � � �
0.1 � � � � � � � � 0.1 � � � � � � � �

1 � � � � � � � �1 � � � � � � � �
10 � � � � � � � � 10 � � � � � � � �

Using the f(D�)-statistics, data are found to be consistentUsing the I-statistics, data are found to be consistent with
all the investigated models. Even high amounts of rate hetero- with models predicting a low amount of recombination but

not with models without recombination. � indicates that thegeneity (
 � 0.2) do not change this. � indicates that the
observed value of I (0.53) was within the 2.5–97.5% CI ob- observed value of f(D�) (0.093) was within the 2.5–97.5% CI

obtained from simulations under R � 0. See materials andtained from simulations under R � 0. See materials and
methods for a description of the models. A total of 10,000 methods for a description of the models. A total of 10,000

samples were simulated for R � 0 and 1000 for R � 0. Standardsamples were simulated for R � 0 and 1000 for R � 0. Standard
errors are of the order √p/m, where p is the power and m is errors are of the order √p/m, where p is the power and m is

the number of simulations performed.the number of simulations performed.
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TABLE 5 recombination from decay in LD might be vanishingly
small. It is therefore not surprising that the originalData’s consistency with models, �D�

results in Awadalla et al. (1999) and Eyre-Walker et
al. (1999) have proven difficult to reproduce.A1, A1, A1,

L � 0.015 L � 0.15 L � 0.5 A2 P. Donnelly, V. Macaulay, G. McVean, M. Przeworski, and K. Strim-
mer are thanked for commenting on the manuscript. The author wasR, 
 ∞ 0.2 ∞ 0.2 ∞ 0.2 ∞ 0.2
supported by Biotechnology and Biological Sciences Research Council
grant 43/MMI9788 and by the Carlsberg Foundation, Denmark.0 � � � � � � � �

0.1 � � � � � � � �
1 � � � � � � � �
10 � � � � � � � �
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(Gu and Li 1998). In the standard coalescent model t
is exponentially distributed with parameter 1 and theAPPENDIX
probability, �, that two nucleotides are different is

Genetic distance, R(d): Equation 3 follows from
� � �

∞

0
�te�tdt �

1
2

�
1
2�

∞

0
e�t �1 �

2	t

 �

�


dt. (A1)R(d) � P(X1 � d � X2) � 2 �
d

0
P(x � d � x � Z1)dx

If 
 � ∞ then � � 	/(1 � 2	), and if 
 � 0 then � �� 2 �
d

0
P(x � Z1)dx � 2d � 2 �

d

0
P(Z1 � x)dx � 2d,

0. In (A1), � is also the expected pairwise sequence
using that X1 is uniformly distributed. By differentiation divergence in a random sample, irrespective of whether
with respect to d, R � 0 or R � 0. If � is estimated by �̂, the observed

average pairwise sequence divergence in the sample andR�(d) � 2 � 2P(Z1 � d),

 is assumed known; then an estimate of 	 can be pro-

and it follows that R(d) is increasing with a gradually duced from (A1). If R � 0, the average �̂ has less vari-
ance than if R � 0.decreasing slope. Equation 4 follows from reasoning


